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Herpes can ruin your life.I've experienced it myself and seen it in countless others. Through
years of ridicule and rejection, I had become extremely self-conscious of my herpes blisters. In
my 20s I contracted genital herpes and it was devastating for my self-esteem. I would frequently
have blisters and itchy spots on my penis. I fell into a deep depression. I was disgusted by myself
and thought I would never have sex again. Not only because of my personal embarrassment, but
because I didn’t want to endanger innocent girls by giving them this disease. I wanted to murder
the girl that gave it to me.These negative experiences led me to search for a way to treat herpes
as effectively as possible. I tried everything: creams, tablets, alternative cures, I bought every
“herpes guide” I could find online. Nothing really worked. The creams usually prescribed actually
made it worse. They made the blisters dry out and hurt badly. The herpes guides claiming a “one
minute herpes cure” were complete garbage and potentially harmful to your health. It seemed
like I would have to live with this embarrassment forever.Then, after thousands of hours of
research, I found one ingredient that kept being mentioned over and over. I combined this with a
few other supplements that studies indicated may work, and created my own regimen that has
kept me free of herpes outbreaks for 5 years now. In the process, it has improved my overall
health as well.This book is the result of thousands of hours of research over a period of many
years.I want to help as many people suffering from this disease, so they can have this burden
lifted from their bodies and minds.

"To read this book is to help gain a sense of control and involvement in defeating hep C. As a
proponent of Integrative Medicine, I applaud the book's inclusion of holistic therapies. This is a
comprehensive and well written book that I highly recommend."-Naomi Judd, R.N."Excellent
reading, filled with many ideas and thought-provoking concepts which will help all involved with
this health issue."-John Tindall --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.About the AuthorMatthew Dolan is a professional systems analyst and the cofounder of the
first Hepatitis C support group in the U.K. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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ContentsIntroductionSection 1: A quick overview of herpes• What is herpes?• Symptoms of
herpesSection 2: How to Fight a herpes outbreak• Oregano Oil• L-Lysine• Zinc Chelate• Olive
Leaf Extract• Aciclovir• Barley grass powder• How to take these supplements to cure a herpes
outbreakSection 3: How to keep herpes away forever• 3 Steps to Be in Control of
HSVConclusionReferencesThe 3-Day Herpes CureA step-by-step guide to stopping outbreaks,
improving your health and regaining control of your lifeCopyright ©2012 by Dr. Alvin RossAll
rights reserved. No part of this digital book shall be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise,
without written permission from the publisher.No patent liability is assumed with respect to the
use of the information contained herein. Although every precaution has been taken in the
preparation of this digital book, the publisher assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions.
Nor is any liability assumed for damages resulting from the use of the information contained
herein.TrademarksAll terms mentioned in this digital book that are known to be trademarks or
service marks have been appropriately capitalized. The Publisher cannot attest to the accuracy
of this information. Use of a term in this digital book should not be regarded as affecting the
validity of any trademark or service mark.Warning and DisclaimerEvery effort has been made to
make this digital book as complete and as accurate as possible, but no warranty or fitness is
implied. The information provided is on an “as is” basis. The author and the publisher shall have
neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damages
arising from the information contained in this digital book.The advice I am offering might not be
approved by the FDA or any other medical organization. If you have any topical disorders or
allergies it is advised to consult a physician before trying these methods.It is highly
recommended that you consult a qualified physician before using any herb or thirty party
products mentioned in this program even if you are 100% fit. You must also consult your
physician on the right dosages. Any dosages in this manual are poorly indicative and might not
be the proper dosages for your individual case.IntroductionHerpes can ruin your life.I’ve had
herpes since I can remember. My earliest memories of herpes are from early childhood, when I
was around 8 years old. From then on, every winter and every summer, I’d get a blister smack-
dab in the middle of my upper lip. As a child it was never a big issue, I denied that it was herpes
and just said it was a blister that I need to apply some chap stick onto until it is gone.The first
time herpes really affected me was when I was 16 and interested in a cute girl. She had just
joined our class as a new student, and all the boys were fawning over her because she was cute.
I was overjoyed that I had secured a date with her. It was all but sure that she would be my first
real girlfriend, and such a smoking-hot one at that!On the day of our date, I woke up with a big,
fat, blister on my lip. By the time I had reached my teens, there was no denying that this blister
was herpes. We went on the date, and we liked each other, but I couldn’t go in for the kiss (and
thereby seal the deal)because of the herpes. I could also tell that she was losing interest in me



by the minute, and was slightly disgusted by the blister on my lip.After the date, she was cold
and distant, and within a week she was dating a friend of mine.Ever since then I had become
extremely self-concious of my herpes blisters. And they got worse as I got older. I started having
herpes outbreaks more often, not just on the front of my lip, but in the side of my mouth and
inside of my mouth.In my 20s I contracted genital herpes and it was devastating for my self-
esteem. I would frequently have blisters and itchy spots on my penis. I fell into a deep
depression. I was disgusted by myself and thought I would never have sex again. Not only
because of my personal embarrassment, but because I didn’t want to endanger innocent girls by
giving them this disease. I wanted to murder the girl that gave it to me.These negative
experiences led me to search for a way to treat herpes as effectively as possible. I tried
everything: creams, tablets, alternative cures, I bought every “herpes guide” I could find online.
Nothing really worked. The creams usually prescribed actually made it worse. They made the
blisters dry out and hurt badly. The herpes guides claiming a “one minute herpes cure” were
complete garbage and potentially harmful to your health. It seemed like I would have to live with
this embarrassment forever.Then, after thousands of hours of research, I found one ingredient
that kept being mentioned over and over. I combined this with a few other supplements that
studies indicated may work, and created my own regimen that has kept me free of herpes
outbreaks for 5 years now. In the process, it has improved my overall health as well.This book is
the result of thousands of hours of research over a period of many years.I want to help as many
people suffering from this disease, so they can have this burdon lifted from their bodies and
minds.In order to combat Herpes effectively, you first need to understand what you’re dealing
with. We will begin with this in the next section.Section 1: A quick overview of herpesWhat is
herpes?Herpes is a very contagious virus. It is transmitted through skin-to-skin contact.Herpes
has been around for thousands of years. According to some historical documents, the roman
emperor Tiberius banned kissing from Rome for a time due to so many people having cold
sores. In the 18th century it was so common among prostitutes that it was called “a vocational
disease in women”.But only in the last century scientists found out that it’s a virus. Before that,
people just called it a “cold sore” and didn’t really understand where it came from.“Herpes” and
“Cold Sores” are the same thing. Herpes is the virus that causes cold sores, but these days both
terms are interchangeable.Different types of herpesThere are two main types of herpes: in
medical terms they are called Herpes Simplex Virus 1 and 2, abbreviated HSV1 and HSV2. The
difference between the two is that HSV1 primarily affects your face, and HSV2 primarily affects
your genitals. However, both forms may cause infections in all areas. If you perform oral sex on
someone with an HSV2 breakout, it’s very possible that you will contract HSV2 to your face and
possibly your throat.How is herpes transmitted?Now that you understand the difference between
the viruses, the next aspect of the virus you need to understand is how it is transmitted, and the
speed of transmission. In other words, how long will it take the virus germs to infect and attack
your body once you have caught the virus.There are two ways of transmission: direct and
indirect. Indirect means of transmission include, but are not limited to:• Eating meals using the



same cutlery• Sharing a glass, mug, or even a straw with an infected person• Using personal
effects of someone who has the virus (such as a clothing, towel, underwear, lipstick, etc.)Direct
means of transmission include, but are not limited to:• Being sexually active with an infected
person, including kissing that person. Direct skin-to-skin contact with a person in this manner
can expose you to contracting the virus. This is also the reason why condoms don’t reliably
protect from genital herpes – you may have a herpes lesion in a spot where there is no condom
to protect you.ContentsIntroductionSection 1: A quick overview of herpes• What is herpes?•
Symptoms of herpesSection 2: How to Fight a herpes outbreak• Oregano Oil• L-Lysine• Zinc
Chelate• Olive Leaf Extract• Aciclovir• Barley grass powder• How to take these supplements
to cure a herpes outbreakSection 3: How to keep herpes away forever• 3 Steps to Be in Control
of HSVConclusionReferencesContentsIntroductionSection 1: A quick overview of herpes• What
is herpes?• Symptoms of herpesSection 2: How to Fight a herpes outbreak• Oregano Oil• L-
Lysine• Zinc Chelate• Olive Leaf Extract• Aciclovir• Barley grass powder• How to take these
supplements to cure a herpes outbreakSection 3: How to keep herpes away forever• 3 Steps to
Be in Control of HSVConclusionReferencesThe 3-Day Herpes CureA step-by-step guide to
stopping outbreaks, improving your health and regaining control of your lifeCopyright ©2012 by
Dr. Alvin RossAll rights reserved. No part of this digital book shall be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording,
or otherwise, without written permission from the publisher.No patent liability is assumed with
respect to the use of the information contained herein. Although every precaution has been
taken in the preparation of this digital book, the publisher assumes no responsibility for errors or
omissions. Nor is any liability assumed for damages resulting from the use of the information
contained herein.TrademarksAll terms mentioned in this digital book that are known to be
trademarks or service marks have been appropriately capitalized. The Publisher cannot attest to
the accuracy of this information. Use of a term in this digital book should not be regarded as
affecting the validity of any trademark or service mark.Warning and DisclaimerEvery effort has
been made to make this digital book as complete and as accurate as possible, but no warranty
or fitness is implied. The information provided is on an “as is” basis. The author and the publisher
shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or
damages arising from the information contained in this digital book.The advice I am offering
might not be approved by the FDA or any other medical organization. If you have any topical
disorders or allergies it is advised to consult a physician before trying these methods.It is highly
recommended that you consult a qualified physician before using any herb or thirty party
products mentioned in this program even if you are 100% fit. You must also consult your
physician on the right dosages. Any dosages in this manual are poorly indicative and might not
be the proper dosages for your individual case.The 3-Day Herpes CureA step-by-step guide to
stopping outbreaks, improving your health and regaining control of your lifeCopyright ©2012 by
Dr. Alvin RossAll rights reserved. No part of this digital book shall be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording,



or otherwise, without written permission from the publisher.No patent liability is assumed with
respect to the use of the information contained herein. Although every precaution has been
taken in the preparation of this digital book, the publisher assumes no responsibility for errors or
omissions. Nor is any liability assumed for damages resulting from the use of the information
contained herein.TrademarksAll terms mentioned in this digital book that are known to be
trademarks or service marks have been appropriately capitalized. The Publisher cannot attest to
the accuracy of this information. Use of a term in this digital book should not be regarded as
affecting the validity of any trademark or service mark.Warning and DisclaimerEvery effort has
been made to make this digital book as complete and as accurate as possible, but no warranty
or fitness is implied. The information provided is on an “as is” basis. The author and the publisher
shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or
damages arising from the information contained in this digital book.The advice I am offering
might not be approved by the FDA or any other medical organization. If you have any topical
disorders or allergies it is advised to consult a physician before trying these methods.It is highly
recommended that you consult a qualified physician before using any herb or thirty party
products mentioned in this program even if you are 100% fit. You must also consult your
physician on the right dosages. Any dosages in this manual are poorly indicative and might not
be the proper dosages for your individual case.IntroductionHerpes can ruin your life.I’ve had
herpes since I can remember. My earliest memories of herpes are from early childhood, when I
was around 8 years old. From then on, every winter and every summer, I’d get a blister smack-
dab in the middle of my upper lip. As a child it was never a big issue, I denied that it was herpes
and just said it was a blister that I need to apply some chap stick onto until it is gone.The first
time herpes really affected me was when I was 16 and interested in a cute girl. She had just
joined our class as a new student, and all the boys were fawning over her because she was cute.
I was overjoyed that I had secured a date with her. It was all but sure that she would be my first
real girlfriend, and such a smoking-hot one at that!On the day of our date, I woke up with a big,
fat, blister on my lip. By the time I had reached my teens, there was no denying that this blister
was herpes. We went on the date, and we liked each other, but I couldn’t go in for the kiss (and
thereby seal the deal)because of the herpes. I could also tell that she was losing interest in me
by the minute, and was slightly disgusted by the blister on my lip.After the date, she was cold
and distant, and within a week she was dating a friend of mine.Ever since then I had become
extremely self-concious of my herpes blisters. And they got worse as I got older. I started having
herpes outbreaks more often, not just on the front of my lip, but in the side of my mouth and
inside of my mouth.In my 20s I contracted genital herpes and it was devastating for my self-
esteem. I would frequently have blisters and itchy spots on my penis. I fell into a deep
depression. I was disgusted by myself and thought I would never have sex again. Not only
because of my personal embarrassment, but because I didn’t want to endanger innocent girls by
giving them this disease. I wanted to murder the girl that gave it to me.These negative
experiences led me to search for a way to treat herpes as effectively as possible. I tried



everything: creams, tablets, alternative cures, I bought every “herpes guide” I could find online.
Nothing really worked. The creams usually prescribed actually made it worse. They made the
blisters dry out and hurt badly. The herpes guides claiming a “one minute herpes cure” were
complete garbage and potentially harmful to your health. It seemed like I would have to live with
this embarrassment forever.Then, after thousands of hours of research, I found one ingredient
that kept being mentioned over and over. I combined this with a few other supplements that
studies indicated may work, and created my own regimen that has kept me free of herpes
outbreaks for 5 years now. In the process, it has improved my overall health as well.This book is
the result of thousands of hours of research over a period of many years.I want to help as many
people suffering from this disease, so they can have this burdon lifted from their bodies and
minds.In order to combat Herpes effectively, you first need to understand what you’re dealing
with. We will begin with this in the next section.IntroductionHerpes can ruin your life.I’ve had
herpes since I can remember. My earliest memories of herpes are from early childhood, when I
was around 8 years old. From then on, every winter and every summer, I’d get a blister smack-
dab in the middle of my upper lip. As a child it was never a big issue, I denied that it was herpes
and just said it was a blister that I need to apply some chap stick onto until it is gone.The first
time herpes really affected me was when I was 16 and interested in a cute girl. She had just
joined our class as a new student, and all the boys were fawning over her because she was cute.
I was overjoyed that I had secured a date with her. It was all but sure that she would be my first
real girlfriend, and such a smoking-hot one at that!On the day of our date, I woke up with a big,
fat, blister on my lip. By the time I had reached my teens, there was no denying that this blister
was herpes. We went on the date, and we liked each other, but I couldn’t go in for the kiss (and
thereby seal the deal)because of the herpes. I could also tell that she was losing interest in me
by the minute, and was slightly disgusted by the blister on my lip.After the date, she was cold
and distant, and within a week she was dating a friend of mine.Ever since then I had become
extremely self-concious of my herpes blisters. And they got worse as I got older. I started having
herpes outbreaks more often, not just on the front of my lip, but in the side of my mouth and
inside of my mouth.In my 20s I contracted genital herpes and it was devastating for my self-
esteem. I would frequently have blisters and itchy spots on my penis. I fell into a deep
depression. I was disgusted by myself and thought I would never have sex again. Not only
because of my personal embarrassment, but because I didn’t want to endanger innocent girls by
giving them this disease. I wanted to murder the girl that gave it to me.These negative
experiences led me to search for a way to treat herpes as effectively as possible. I tried
everything: creams, tablets, alternative cures, I bought every “herpes guide” I could find online.
Nothing really worked. The creams usually prescribed actually made it worse. They made the
blisters dry out and hurt badly. The herpes guides claiming a “one minute herpes cure” were
complete garbage and potentially harmful to your health. It seemed like I would have to live with
this embarrassment forever.Then, after thousands of hours of research, I found one ingredient
that kept being mentioned over and over. I combined this with a few other supplements that



studies indicated may work, and created my own regimen that has kept me free of herpes
outbreaks for 5 years now. In the process, it has improved my overall health as well.This book is
the result of thousands of hours of research over a period of many years.I want to help as many
people suffering from this disease, so they can have this burdon lifted from their bodies and
minds.In order to combat Herpes effectively, you first need to understand what you’re dealing
with. We will begin with this in the next section.Section 1: A quick overview of herpesWhat is
herpes?Herpes is a very contagious virus. It is transmitted through skin-to-skin contact.Herpes
has been around for thousands of years. According to some historical documents, the roman
emperor Tiberius banned kissing from Rome for a time due to so many people having cold
sores. In the 18th century it was so common among prostitutes that it was called “a vocational
disease in women”.But only in the last century scientists found out that it’s a virus. Before that,
people just called it a “cold sore” and didn’t really understand where it came from.“Herpes” and
“Cold Sores” are the same thing. Herpes is the virus that causes cold sores, but these days both
terms are interchangeable.Different types of herpesThere are two main types of herpes: in
medical terms they are called Herpes Simplex Virus 1 and 2, abbreviated HSV1 and HSV2. The
difference between the two is that HSV1 primarily affects your face, and HSV2 primarily affects
your genitals. However, both forms may cause infections in all areas. If you perform oral sex on
someone with an HSV2 breakout, it’s very possible that you will contract HSV2 to your face and
possibly your throat.How is herpes transmitted?Now that you understand the difference between
the viruses, the next aspect of the virus you need to understand is how it is transmitted, and the
speed of transmission. In other words, how long will it take the virus germs to infect and attack
your body once you have caught the virus.There are two ways of transmission: direct and
indirect. Indirect means of transmission include, but are not limited to:• Eating meals using the
same cutlery• Sharing a glass, mug, or even a straw with an infected person• Using personal
effects of someone who has the virus (such as a clothing, towel, underwear, lipstick, etc.)Direct
means of transmission include, but are not limited to:• Being sexually active with an infected
person, including kissing that person. Direct skin-to-skin contact with a person in this manner
can expose you to contracting the virus. This is also the reason why condoms don’t reliably
protect from genital herpes – you may have a herpes lesion in a spot where there is no condom
to protect you.Section 1: A quick overview of herpesWhat is herpes?Herpes is a very contagious
virus. It is transmitted through skin-to-skin contact.Herpes has been around for thousands of
years. According to some historical documents, the roman emperor Tiberius banned kissing
from Rome for a time due to so many people having cold sores. In the 18th century it was so
common among prostitutes that it was called “a vocational disease in women”.But only in the
last century scientists found out that it’s a virus. Before that, people just called it a “cold sore”
and didn’t really understand where it came from.“Herpes” and “Cold Sores” are the same thing.
Herpes is the virus that causes cold sores, but these days both terms are
interchangeable.Different types of herpesThere are two main types of herpes: in medical terms
they are called Herpes Simplex Virus 1 and 2, abbreviated HSV1 and HSV2. The difference



between the two is that HSV1 primarily affects your face, and HSV2 primarily affects your
genitals. However, both forms may cause infections in all areas. If you perform oral sex on
someone with an HSV2 breakout, it’s very possible that you will contract HSV2 to your face and
possibly your throat.How is herpes transmitted?Now that you understand the difference between
the viruses, the next aspect of the virus you need to understand is how it is transmitted, and the
speed of transmission. In other words, how long will it take the virus germs to infect and attack
your body once you have caught the virus.There are two ways of transmission: direct and
indirect. Indirect means of transmission include, but are not limited to:• Eating meals using the
same cutlery• Sharing a glass, mug, or even a straw with an infected person• Using personal
effects of someone who has the virus (such as a clothing, towel, underwear, lipstick, etc.)Direct
means of transmission include, but are not limited to:• Being sexually active with an infected
person, including kissing that person. Direct skin-to-skin contact with a person in this manner
can expose you to contracting the virus. This is also the reason why condoms don’t reliably
protect from genital herpes – you may have a herpes lesion in a spot where there is no condom
to protect you.
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